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KUNTZLEMAN STROBE SYSTEMS
The SINGLE MAGNUM SMART STROBE Driver is a state of the art single 
strobe light system. There is not another system on the market like this 
one.  It will operate on 10 to 80 volts of AC or DC input power. It can be 
powered directly from the engine lighting coil (AC) or from a battery (DC) 
without any change in brightness or its double wink flash pattern at a 74 
per min. rate There are NO options to change and NO special equipment 
needed.  This model is a favorite for king post installations and with the 
PPC flyers. It is also available with either the standard STREAMLINE 
HEAD or the COMBO STREAMLINE WHITE HEAD. Both are popular 
for tail mounting.  Average current draw is less than 2 Amps. The driver 
measures 4 ½” X 3 ½” X 1 ½” and weighs 10 ounces.

Smart Strobe Driver Box only - Single Magnum Smart 
Strobe driver only, without a strobe head.
SS-DO ............................... P/N 11-05116 ...........$110.00

Single Magnum Smart Strobe with round clear 
Fresnel Head - The globe style is a Fresnel lens. 
The head comes with 6’ of wire and plug attached.  
SS-TM ...................... P/N 10-01609 ...........$149.00

Streamline Model with Driver and Streamline 
Head - Includes 25’ of 3 conductor wire, plug, pins 
and mounting hardware (includes adaptor plate for 
curved surface mounting if needed).
SS-SLM ................... P/N 10-01611 ...........$149.00

SINGLE MAGNUM SMART STROBE DRIVER with 
a Round Taillight Strobe - Includes 25’ of wire and 
mounting hardware.
SS-TL-STR ................ P/N 11-07345 ...........$198.95

STREAMLINE COMBO Head, White Led & 
Strobe Combination - Includes 25’ of 5 conductor 
shielded wire, plug, pins and mounting hardware (in-
cludes adaptor plate for curved surface mounting if 
needed).
SS-SLCW ................. P/N 11-05114 ...........$239.95

ROUND TAILLIGHT COMBO Head - White Led & 
Strobe Combination Includes 25’ of wire and mount-
ing hardware.
SS-TL-L/S .................. P/N 11-07346 ...........$231.95

 

The DOUBLE DUAL MAGNUM STROBE Driver is available in two models, 
the DDM 12 volt DC model and the SDDM smart model. The SMART 
Model simply means it can be powered by 10 to 80 volts of AC or DC. 
The 12 volt model is powered by the 12 volt electrical system of your 
aircraft.  The strobe bulb fires a rapid double flash on one head and then 
the other in an alternating pattern. The first flash catches the eye and the 
second identifies your position. Total flash rate is 74 per min.  Average 
current draw is less than 2 Amps. The driver measures 4 ½” X 3 ½” X 1 
½” and weighs 10 ounces.

Double Dual Magnum Driver Box Only - 12VDC Driver Box Only 12 
volt Model DDM-DO
  P/N 11-05118 ...........$139.95

Double Dual Magnum Smart Driver Box 
Only - Smart  Model (10 to 80 volts of AC 
or DC)SDDM-DO
P/N 11-05117 ...............................$160.00

Double Dual Magnum 
Driver Box with round 
clear Fresnel Heads - Two 
Round Fresnel Heads, 
driver, 6’ of 3 conductor 
wire, plugs, pins, and in-
stallation hardware (Tang 
Mount used on PPC, 
TRIKES, or where bolting 
heads to frame is desired).

STANDARD - 12 VDC Model with /ROUND FRESNEL heads DDM-RH
  P/N 10-01610 ...........$228.00

SMART -  with /ROUND FRESNEL headsSDDM-RH
  P/N 11-04956 ...........$247.95

Double Dual Magnum Driver Box with standard streamline Heads - 
Two Streamline Heads, driver, 50’ of 3 conductor wire, plugs, pins, and 
installation hardware (includes adaptor plates for curved surface mount-
ing if needed).

STANDARD 12 volt Model with Driver and Two STANDARD STREAM-
LINE Heads. .............................................. P/N 10-00824 ...........$228.00

SMART -  model with with Driver and Two standard streamline Heads
 SDDM-SL ..................... P/N 11-04995 ...........$247.50

Two STREAMLINE COMBO 
heads, driver, 50’ of 5 conduc-
tor shielded wire, plugs, pins, 
adaptor plates (for curved or 
flat surface mounting) and in-

stallation hardware. SONEX Aircraft adapter plates available at 
no additional charge when mentioned at time of purchase.

COMBO  - 12 VDC Model with Streamline Combo Heads DDM-SLC
  P/N 11-04835 ...........$379.00
SMART - with Streamline Combo Heads SDDM-SLC
  P/N 11-04957 ...........$397.95

KIT #1 IS A SET OF SPECIAL HEADS - For builders of RV 7, 9, & 10 

aircraft or any other kit that has like mounted wing lights. Due to the wing 
light configuration on these aircraft, the white rear facing LED on the regu-
lar Combo head is of no use, because it can’t be seen from the rear. A 
white position or tail light is then needed. These are strobe and red / green 
position light equipped heads No white LEDs, a 2 strobe driver box, that 
fires both wing strobes in an alternating double wink pattern, a white round 
LED equipped tail light to be mounted at the rear of the aircraft. 50 feet of 5 
conductor shielded wire for the wings, plugs, pins and mounting hardware. 
Total power draw for this system is about 2 ½ Amps at 14 volts
 . P/N 11-05833 ...........$465.00




